HB 4408
Relating to contracts for construction of recreational facilities in state parks and forests

Effective From Passage
Year: 79  Nays: 18  Absent: 3  Adopted

Yea: 79


Reed  Reynolds  Riley  Rowan  Skaff  Smith  Statler  Storch  Summers  Toney  Tully  Wamsley  Ward, G.  Ward, B.  Williams  Young

Nay: 18

Doyle  Fast  Fleischauer  Griffith  Hansen  Kessinger  Lovejoy  Miller  Nestor  Paynter  Pushkin  Rohrbach  Rowe  Steele  Thompson

Worrell  Zatezalo  Zukoff  Mr. Speaker

Not Voting: 3

Brown  Cooper  Walker